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Chemically induced diffusion-limited interface growth
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Employing a lattice-gas model, we study the Monte Carlo kinetics of heterogeneous reaction resulting in the
growth of a new phase on the top of the solid in the case when the process is limited by reactant diffusion via
the film. For the simplest set of particle-particle interactions and Metropolis diffusion dynamics, the model
proposed predicts the power-law growth of the film thickness,h}ta, with a.0.3. Such low values of the
growth exponent are usually attributed to the reactions involving grain-boundary diffusion. We have however
shown that the growth slowdown might result from the formation of a thin dense layer just on the bottom of
the newly formed phase. The model introduced is rather flexible. Choosing other types of the particle-particle
interactions or diffusion dynamics, one can easily get diverse regimes of the growth.
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PACS number~s!: 82.20.Wt, 81.10.Aj
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Surface growth under nonequilibrium conditions has
tracted attention already for several decades. Nowdays,
interdisciplinary field enjoys rapid progress, especially
such subfields as crystal growth, molecular-beam epita
vapor deposition, and surface biology@1–3#. In other sub-
fields, the development is slower. In particular, the und
standing of the formation of a new interface phase dur
heterogeneous reactions~e.g., oxidation, hydride formation
etc.! is still rather limited. Such reactions have long be
recognized to be often limited by reactant diffusion via
newly formed film @4,5#. If the distribution of the reaction
product in a new phase is uniform, the diffusion flux calc
lated in the steady-state approximation is inversely prop
tional to the film thicknessh, i.e.,

dh/dt}D/h, ~1!

where D is the diffusion coefficient. Integrating Eq.~1!
yields the conventional parabolic growth law,

h}~Dt !1/2. ~2!

In real systems, the newly formed phase is often inhomo
neous as a consequence of grain growth, cracking, etc
such cases, the film growth kinetics are usually represe
in the power-law form,

h}ta, ~3!

wherea is the exponent dependent on the type of proces
occurring in the film. For the growth accompanied by form
tion of grains, one hasa,1/2. On the other hand, crackin
of the film may result ina.1.

Rationalization of the power-law kinetics of the chem
cally induced formation of a new phase is usually based
the mean-field~MF! kinetic equations@5–7#. The MF treat-
ments are conceptually simple but often not self-consist
For example, the effect of the grain formation on the fi
growth is customarily described by using Eq.~1! and assum-
ing thatD depends on the average drain sizeR, which is in
turn assumed to satisfy the Allen-Cahn law,R}t1/2. There is,
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however, no guarantee that the latter law is applicable un
the reaction conditions. Self-consistent Monte Carlo~MC!
treatments of the chemically induced growth of a new ph
on the interface are lacking. Our goal is to fill this gap~at
least partly!.

Our treatment of the 111 interface growth is based on th
lattice-gas model. Substrate atoms,M, gas-phase particles,A,
and reaction products,B, are assumed to occupy sites on t
Lx3Ly square lattice (Lx and Ly are the lattice sizes! with
periodic boundary conditions along theX axis. ImmobileM
atoms are considered to form initially~at t50) the close-
packedLx3Ly

0 slab (Ly
0,Ly). A particles, located att

50 at random at sites withLy
011<y<Ly above the slab,

are assumed to diffuse by jumping to nearest-neighbor~nn!
and next-nearest-neighbor~nnn! vacant sites. The concentra
tion of A particles above the substrate,pA!1, is maintained
constant. The model reaction,

A1M→B, ~4!

occurs between nnA particles andM atoms.B particles are
considered to diffuse by jumping to nn sites.

Structure of the new phase depends on theB-B interac-
tions. We assume that the nn and nnnB-B interactions are
repulsive and attractive,eBB

1 .0 and eBB
2 ,0, respectively.

To be specific, we seteBB
2 52eBB

1 . In this case,B particles
are known @8# to form a c(232) structure atT,Tc

.1.2eBB
1 ~we usekB51). The density ofB particles in this

phase is half as high as the density ofM atoms in the sub-
strate. Thus, the reaction under consideration is accompa
by considerable expansion of the solid.

The B-M interaction is for simplicity assumed to be th
same as theB-B one, i.e.,eBM

1 5eBB
1 and eBM

2 5eBB
2 . To

describeA diffusion in theB phase, we take into account th
nn A-B interaction,eAB

1 , which is considered to be repulsive
The A-A interaction is neglected because the concentra
of A particles inside theB phase is low. TheA-M interaction
is neglected as well in order to reduce the number of mo
parameters.
3714 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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The interactions introduced above correspond to nona
vated particles. In general,A andB diffusion in theB phase
and reaction~4! depend also on the interactions in the ac
vated state@9#. Taking into account that at present the type
the latter interactions for reactions in the solid is not w
established, we use the simplest Metropolis~MP! dynamics
for A and B diffusion, i.e., the normalized dimensionle
probability of jumps is considered to beW51 for DE<0,
and W5exp(2DE/T) for DE>0, whereDE is the energy
difference of the final and initial states. TheA1M reaction
probability is assumed to be independent of the arrangem
of particles in sites adjacent to theA-M pair.

The algorithm of our MC simulations is as follows.
~1! A site on the lattice is chosen at random. If the site

occupied byA, theA diffusion or reaction trials are realize
as described in item~2! below. If the site is occupied byB,
the B diffusion attempt is performed as outlined in item~3!.
If the site is vacant or occupied byM, the trial ends.

~2! For A diffusion or reaction, one of the nn and nnn sit
is selected at random. If the latter site is vacant, theA particle
jumps to it with the probability prescribed by the MP rule.
the site selected is nn and if it is occupied byM, theA1M
reaction is executed with the unit probability~i.e., theA par-
ticle participating in the reaction is removed from the latti

FIG. 1. Film thickness as a function of time in~a! logarithmic
and ~b! normal coordinates. Circles show the MC data. Solid lin
correspond to the power-law growth~3! with a50.3. The time unit
is ~a! 1 and~b! 105 MCS, respectively.
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and theM atom is replaced byB). In other cases, the tria
ends.

~3! For B diffusion, one of the nn sites is chosen at ra
dom. In the latter site is vacant, theB particle is replaced into
this site with the probabilitypBW (W is the MP probability!
provided that in the final state it has at least two nn or nnB
particles~this constraint prevents evaporation ofB particles!.
The factorpB,1 is introduced to take into account thatB
diffusion is slower compared toA diffusion.

Initially, A particles are distributed above the substrate
random. To maintain theA concentration above theB phase,
pA5const!1, we keep for the top lattice row~with y
5Ny) the grand canonical distribution ofA particles with the
desirable concentration. Taking into account that the ratio
the A concentrations inside theB phase and above the sub
strate is low@<exp(24eAB/T)#, we conclude that theA dif-
fusion flux inside theB phase is fairly weak and accordingl
the gradients in theA concentration above theB phase are
negligible.

To measure time, we use MC steps. One MCS is defi
as Lx3Ly MC trials described above. To calculateh, we
divide the total number ofB particles by 0.5Nx . The factor
0.5 is introduced because the density~per site! of B particles
in the c(232) phase is 0.5.

The reaction kinetics have been simulated on a 400330
lattice with Ly

0515 for pA50.1, pB50.1, eBB
2 /T5

2eBB
1 /T51.5 ~in this case,T.0.56Tc), andeAB

1 /T51 up to
t5106 MCS. For these parameters, the dependence of
film thickness on time is found~Fig. 1! to be described by
Eq. ~3! with a.0.3. Typical snapshots of the interface a
shown in Fig. 2. TheB phase is seen to be well ordered. Ju
above theM phase, the concentration of theB particles is
however much higher compared to that corresponding to
c(232) structure. This thin region in fact limits the acce
of A particles to theM phase.

s

FIG. 2. A 70330 fragment of the 400330 lattice at different
stages of the growth. Open and filled circles exhibitM atoms andB
particles, respectively.A particles are not shown.
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In summary, we have formulated a lattice-gas model
describing chemically induced diffusion-limited interfac
growth. For the simplest set of particle-particle interactio
the model predicts the power-law growth witha.0.3. Such
low values of the growth exponent are usually attributed
the reactions involving grain-boundary diffusion. We hav
however, shown that the growth slowdown might result fro
the formation of a thin dense layer just on the bottom of
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newly formed phase. Finally, we may note that the mo
introduced is rather flexible. Choosing other types of t
particle-particle interactions or diffusion and reaction d
namics, one can easily get diverse regimes of the growth
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